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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are deploying an application to track GPS coordinates of
delivery trucks in the United States. Coordinates are
transmitted from each delivery truck once every three seconds.
You need to design an architecture that will enable real-time
processing of these coordinates from multiple consumers. Which
service should you use to implement data ingestion?
A. AWS Data Pipeline
B. Amazon AppStream
C. Amazon Kinesis
D. Amazon Simple Queue Service
Answer: C
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A storage administrator is adding a third VNX system (VNX3) to
a secondary site. The third system will be part of an
active/active VNX IP replicating cluster. The administrator has
set up the usermapper as a secondary usermapper (VNX2) pointing
to the primary usermapper (VNX1).
When will data on the secondary usermapper (VNX2) get updated
if a new unmapped user is accessing the new VNX system (VNX3)?
A. Not until the user accesses the CIFS server located on VNX2
B. At 0:00 AM every night when the primary usermapper (VNX1)
updates all the secondary usermappers (VNX2/VNX3)
C. As soon as an export of the database from the primary
usermapper (VNX1) is imported to the VNX2 usermapper
D. As soon as the primary usermapper (VNX1) has generated an
entry for the user
Answer: A
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